While testing new G-parity evolution code to be used to extend the calculation reported in our letter [1], the authors discovered an error in that calculation. We found that when generating the ensemble of gauge configurations on which that calculation was based, the same random numbers were used in the stochastic evaluation of the fermion force for both the u and d flavors. (A similar duplication occurred for the s and s ′ flavors.) As is described below, we have found evidence for this error in quantities computed using this ensemble. However, these observed effects are so small that we are confident that the physical results reported in our letter will be affected by this error on a scale two or three orders of magnitude smaller than the statistical errors on those results.
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We emphasize that the strategy presented in our letter to compute the the ∆I = 1/2 contribution to K → ππ decay is not affected by this programming error, an error that is easily corrected by the proper generation of the random numbers needed to evaluate the fermion force.
Because of this error, the same random numbers that were used to evaluate the contribution to a trace at the position x for the up quark were also used at the position x ′ for the anti-down quark where x ′ was related to x by a translation by 12 lattice units in the spatialŷ-direction, except for a few points at the boundaries where the relation was more complex. We have not found a theoretical interpretation for this error which would allow its effect on the results we reported to be estimated.
However, we have studied its effects empirically. A direct comparison of the average plaquette found on the G-parity ensemble generated with the error and on an earlier ensemble [2] with no G-parity boundary conditions gives 0.512239(6) and 0.512239(3)(7) respectively. (The second number is obtained by extrapolating results from Ref.
[2] linearly in the light quark mass and the second error on that number is the difference between the linear and a quadratic extrapolation.) This comparison was made at the beginning of the K → ππ calculation and added to our confidence that the gauge evolution code was correct.
Of greater interest is a study of the spatial correlations in the gauge field plaquettes. For a space-time position x and a specific gauge configuration we define P µν (x) as the conventional real part of one third of the trace of the product of four links that extend in the positive µ and ν directions from the point x. We define the covariance of the distribution of the plaquettes with a space-time separation δ by Cov(δ) = 1 6V
x,µ<ν
for the case at hand L = (32, 32, 32, 64). The angle brackets indicate an average over gauge configurations and P is the average plaquette:
We define the correlation between spatially separated plaquettes as their normalized covariance:
The correlation between plaquettes at fixed separation in each of the three spatial directions is shown in Fig. 1 . As can be seen, there is a statistically significant, three standard deviation, correlation in theŷ direction near the expected separation of 12, a correlation that is not present at other separations or in other directions. This correlation provides direct evidence that the duplication of the random numbers that occurred in the generation of our gauge ensemble has an observable consequence. However, the extremely small size of the correlation seen suggests that the effects of this error in the evolution code are indeed very small. The error being analyzed occurs in the background gauge ensembles not directly in the measured Green's functions from which our kaon decay amplitudes are calculated. Thus, the effects of this error on our results will be similar to the effects seen in the much more sensitive plaquette correlation shown in Fig. 1 . In contrast to these plaquette measurements, the physical results presented in our letter carried fractional statistical errors that were between one hundred and one thousand times larger than the subtle effects shown in that figure.
We conclude that this error should be expected to influence our published results at a scale that is two or three orders of magnitude smaller than their statistical errors. However, our lack of theoretical control of the effect of this error and need to rely on empirical methods to bound its effects, detracts from the first-principles basis of our calculation and will be corrected in the future, larger statistics calculation that has been planned. 
